
LabTech Software is proud to be a partner-focused organization. Founded by 
system administrators with more than 20 years of hands-on experience as IT service 
providers, our mission—as IT solution developers—continues unchanged: To 
improve and enhance our award-winning remote monitoring and management 
(RMM) platform, empowering new and established IT service professionals to grow 
efficient and successful businesses.

What is LabTech Ignite™?
LabTech Ignite was developed in response to our partners’ requests for faster 
implementation times and a reduced learning curve. An IT industry exclusive built 
directly into LabTech, LabTech Ignite delivers:

•	 Pre-established processes to maximize the power of LabTech

•	 Built-in monitors and alerts based on Microsoft® best practices 

•	 Default service plans, industry defined thresholds, auto-fix scripts, automated 
patch management and predefined searches

•	 Mac and Linux onboarding, role detection and critical service level monitoring 
for servers

•	 The highest level of automation out-of-the-box for any RMM solution on the 
market

What is included in LabTech Ignite?
Industry experts and some of the most profitable managed service providers (MSPs)  
in the business worked jointly for more than 2,000 hours to develop the functionality 
that comprises LabTech Ignite. No other RMM solution developer has invested this 
measure of resources to develop and compile a virtual package of MSP industry best 
practices and expertise.

LabTech Ignite provides a unique out-of-the-box experience for IT service 
professionals. Designed to work with both small and large numbers of LabTech 
users (100 to 10,000 agents), the latest release can pull all basic information into one 
location for easier management and allows certain areas of LabTech Ignite to be 
turned on and off, allowing the partner to decide what level of functionality is best 
for their environment.
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Included Functions Number of Presets

Schedules 3

Templates 34

Scripts 304

Groups 9

Subgroups 251

Searches 390

Internal Monitors Enabled 112

Remote Monitors Enabled 439+

LabTech Ignite ensures today’s MSP a smoother out-
of-the-box experience with minimal set-up and greatly 
improved ease-of-use. Get your MSP business up and 
running quicker and easier by taking advantage of the 
“pre-packaged” features and functionality in LabTech 
Ignite.

What LabTech Ignite Delivers

Automation at the 
touch of a button.

“LabTech Ignite takes 
LabTech to a whole new 

level. The hundreds of built-
in monitors ensure that we 

spend our time running our 
clients’ networks proactively 

without worrying whether 
we’ve created a monitor 
for every little thing. All 

the monitors you need are 
already there!”

Nate Gagne, Network Engineer 
Mainstay Technologies


